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CHAPTER ONE–PARICHAY

That was the night of Kal Baisakhi, thunderstorms were 
knocking the door of every man jack’s house, lightning was 
providing light in the absence of electricity and sharp at 
12:01 a.m. on 13th March, 1988 he was born.

From the time he was born everything seem changed for 
Mr and Mrs Ladia. Somethings good but mostly Bad.  
The Good was that both got promotion in their respective 
jobs but the bad was, that Parvesh’s parents died, both of them 
at the same time, marital problems were increasing between 
Parvesh and Kathyaini. They still didn’t give each other  
a divorce because both were concerned about Krithik’s future. 
Krithik wanted to become an author, a writer but he became 
a teacher due to family pressure. Parvesh, his father was  
a Physics professor at THE INDIAN INSTITUTION OF 
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT and Kathyaini,  
his mother was a English Literature Teacher at THE 
CULTURE OF INDIA SCHOOL, Kolkata.

Krithik since his childhood was a very strange boy. He did 
not have any friends and was a very unusual kid, anomalous 
to be exact. From his childhood he was a great devote of 
Lord Shiva. He believed in hard penance and used to trust 
in Salvation which he considered to be the only reason  
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a person is born. A person’s life is meant to attain salvation 
was his believe. His unruly and odd behaviour’s inducement 
was unknown to his parents. He was 7 when he shocked 
everyone by his abnormal doing which after several more 
became normal after several years.
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CHAPTER TWO–VISHM

Krithik had a dog named Spring. He died due to starvation. 
He wasn’t given food by Krithik for 6 days straight.  
On the seventh day he died. As per Hindu Rituals his dog 
was cremated and his ashes were bought back to home, his 
parents planned to take the ashes to a river near to their 
house. All of them were sad except Krithik. Sharp at 8:30 
everyone gathered at the dinner table. Krithik’s parents 
thought that he might be in a state of trauma and to make 
him normal again had planned something. As soon as they 
started eating Parvesh came up with this idea of taking both 
Kathyaini and Krithik to a long drive after dinner, on this 
Krithik shouted very angrily at his father and said that he 
cannot compromise with his sleep, by saying this he went 
inside his room. After this Parvesh and Kathyaini had an 
another fight, Parvesh even gave a tight slap to Kathyaini.

This Marriage of Rage and Aggressiveness was going out 
of the palms.

Exactly at 12:01 a.m. Krithik came out of his room. When 
his parents saw him, they were also in a state of shock.  
A frightened Parvesh asked Krithik is a very strange and 
odd manner “Why are you doing this?” “What are you 
trying to do?” “Who told you to do it?”

For all these questions Krithik only had one answer  
‘The Dreams made me do so’. The thing which he did was 
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he simply took the Ashes of Spring and he applied it on his 
body as if he is an Aghori. This was the first abnormal thing 
Krithik did. That night Krithik was beaten very badly by 
his Father and wasn’t even given food for a day as if Krithik 
is a prisoner who has committed some serious crime. To be 
true it was Serious. A kid who is not even a teenager, a kid 
who cannot even speak properly covered his entire body 
with ashes. Something was really wrong with Krithik.

The next thing he did was more gruesome and unruly to do.
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CHAPTER THREE–PALYANAM

Now Krithik was Fifteen and his boards were over. Krithik 
wanted to utilize his time of vacations after his boards,  
he asked his parents to take him to The Kumbh Mela, but 
Parvesh denied. He still tried to impress him but he still did 
not agree. He tried to convince him by saying that its our 
religious duties as Hindus to go to this auspicious event taking 
place after 12 years, but still there was a big no. Krithik was 
living an undying death. His want of going to The Kumbh 
was bigger than any other want of his, it was even bigger than 
his boards result which was to be announced. His want slowly 
changed into his desire. His attitude towards his father was 
changed, he started ignoring him, not talking and behaving as 
if he was someone strange. He even asked his mother about it 
but every time he asked she would deviate the topic. One day 
Krithik angrily came towards his mom, ignored the marks on 
her face and hands and asked why cant we go to The Kumbh 
to which she answered by saying “If you’ll say this again, he’ll 
beat me again”. She told her by taking him into a quiet place 
in their dwelling as if it was a secret to be revealed. She told 
him that his father beats him a lot and nowadays because of 
his constant want to go to The Kumbh his father has turned 
out to be more aggressive because he thinks that its because of 
her that Krithik is doing such kind of wants.

On hearing this he was really very upset, a bad impression 
of his father was being printed into his mind and that was 
clearly printed today.
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The next day, Krithik ran.

His Parents filed a complaint to the police but he was 
nowhere to be found. They even said to the police that he 
might have ran to The Kumbh. According to the police 
Krithik was not there because the Haridwar police searched 
for him but he was not there.

6 MONTHS LATER

It was late night around 2:30 a.m. and there was someone 
at the doorbell, ‘Ting-Tong’. And there he was. Big Beard, 
Long Hair, Dirty face, Rugged clothes and Stinky, Krithik. 
By seeing him both of the parents were overjoyed but at the 
same time were confused.

He took a shower, changed his clothes (the ones which were 
tight to him now) and ate as if he hasn’t eaten for years.  
He did not even know that he had scored 97% in his boards 
exam, he might not have even remembered it.

All of them sat and Parvesh asked Krithik “Why did you do 
so, beta?” To which Krithik replied by saying “The Dreams 
made me do so”. After listening to this Parvesh replied by 
saying that the joke must be over now and the real reason 
must be told to him, to which Krithik’s reaction was the 
same, “THE DREAMS MADE ME DO SO” told Krithik 
in a more ferocious tone.

Parvesh couldn’t hit Krithik anymore but was really upset 
from him.

Then came the part of False Truth in Krithik’s life.
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